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Unable to refuse a call to arms, commando Jack O'Neil, renegade Egyptologist Daniel Jackson, and the people of Abydos begin a desperate quest for freedom one million light years away from
the planet Earth. Original.
The city of Astreiant has gone crazy with enthusiasm for a new play, "The Drowned Island," a lurid farrago of melodrama and innuendo. Pointsman Nicolas Rathe is not amused, however, at a
real dead body on stage and must investigate. A string of murders follow, perhaps related to the politically important masque that is to play on that same stage. Rathe must once again recruit
the help of his lover, former soldier Philip Eslingen, whose knowledge of actors and the stage, and of the depths of human perversity and violence, blends well with Rathe's own hard-won
experience with human greed and magical mayhem. Their task is complicated by the season, for it is the time of year when the spirits of the dead haunt the city and influence everyone, and
also by the change in their relationship when the loss of Philip's job forces him to move in with Nicolas. Mystery, political intrigue, floral magic, astrology, and romance--both theatrical and
personal--combine to make this a compelling read. A winner of the Lambda Literary Award for Best LGBT Speculative Fiction.
400 Years of Imaginary Friends: A Journey Into the World of Adepts, Masters, Ascended Masters, and Their Messengers takes you inside one of these groups, Church Universal and
Triumphant. The Paolinis' trek into the group and their personal interaction with its leader, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, gives you insight into a modern-day Masters group. Their struggle to leave
and find independence outside of the organization is riveting.
Searching for their lost crew after the terrible events of Homecoming, the Stargate Atlantis team turns to their enemies for help as Teyla and Ronon seek information from the Genii, and Colonel
Sheppard reopens tense negotiations with the Wraith. Original.
Dead End
Reliquary
STARGATE ATLANTIS Pride of the Genii
Siren Song
Night of the Beasts

The free flow of traffic to the Gamma Quadrant is vital to the recovery and survival of the planet Bajor and to Federation interests as well. When a mysterious cloaked ship begins
raiding wormhole shipping, cleaning out holds and killing entire crews, Commander Benjamin Sisko of Deep Space Nine™acts at once to stop the menace. Commander Sisko has
unexpected aid: the cloaked vessel has been striking Cardassian ships as well, and the Cardassian commander Gul Dukat intends to destroy the ship at all costs. Their unlikely
alliance works well -- until two of Sisko's crewmen are captured by the raiders. Gul Dukat will stop at nothing to gain his victory; now Sisko must locate the predator ship, hold off
the Cardassians long enough to rescue his people -- and prevent an interstellar war!
Sequel to A Matter of Honor: O'Neill pays a heavy price for loyalty.
Dr. Rodney McKay must try and rescue his friends who are stranded on an icy world on the edge of the Pegasus Galaxy. Original.
Aris Boch is back--and this time he's after Daniel Jackson.
Homecoming
STARGATE ATLANTIS Unascended (Legacy Book 7)
Death Game
Rebellion
The Paranormal Sourcebook
Henry Enrix in his book: Hawai'i The Last Stargate on Earth, The Ancient Mythology of Hawai'i, teaches on the science of teleportation, and uses the example of the Hawai'ian culture on how, when,
and why, and with what purpose, they crossed the oceans through a stargate to end up in the Hawai'ian archipelago in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. All your false beliefs, and knowledge, acquired
throughout your life in higher education schools, and higher learning, that you have about the physical universe, shall be shaken to their core when you take the time to actually study, search, and
research this compact material. You shall have a totally different perspective about time, space, and matter, and get a glimpse of these incredible occurrences such as:Time travelTime lapseTime stopSpace
travelSuspended animationEnrix shall entice your mind to discover the secret ancient civilizations of the world that the Hawai'ian Mythology talks about, and take a closer look at their technologies, such
as vimanas, laser rays, nuclear fission boring machines, holographic projection, suspended animation, instant fossilization, and nuclear weapons of mass destruction that they apported to the modern
world. If you are able to understand this short cultural work:You shall know, and wonder about the colossal Nephilim tunnels which lay just beneath your feet. You shall discover the real purpose of all
the observatories around the world. You shall realize that there's is another world much bigger than the world that we know beyond the colossal ice walls. You shall acquire knowledge of the inmense
firmament foundations founded beyond the outer circle of the earth. You shall gain understanding of the very advanced underground cities created by the Nephilim, hidden right under the belly of the
earth. You shall learn if it is possible, or not with our modern technology to travel through time, space, and matter. You shall know incredible real stories of suspended time, time lapse, time acceleration,
and time manipulation. You shall acquire immense knowledge of ancient weapons (Instant freezing, and fossilization of matter) only talked about in movies, cartoons, and caricatures. You shall create in
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your mind a totally different world before the Great Flood. You shall learn a glimpse of the Hawai'ian culture since its inception right after the Great Flood. Henry Enrix touches on the pantheon of the
Hawai'ian culture, and how the very same demons (gods) they worship today, destroy their current generations, and their modern descendants. You shall also understand that everything that we are living
on earth at this very moment, it has been lived in past cultures, and civilizations; that the very high technologies of today, were the high technologies of yesterday, such as: Holographic projectionAvatar
technologyInvisibility weaponsSubterranean city technologyVimana technologyStargate technology Nuclear bombs, and guided missilesConstant rain missile weaponsInstant freezing weaponsInstant
fossilization weaponsNuclear weapons of mass destructionEnrix also goes deep in the insights of the spiritual world, on how to break the chains, and bonds, and shackles called ancestral curses, and how
to follow the right path into the eternal realms of heaven, or hell. Henry Enrix dares you to go beyond your comfort zone, and listen with an open mind to what The All-Mighty God of the Universe has to
tell you personally, intimately, and pay attention to Him, obey Him, and follow Him. Don't hesitate to gain the knowledge, wisdom, and understanding that your brain is starving for, and God is willing to
provide. King Solomon, the wisest, richest, and most blessed king of the world of all ages, once said: "Above all riches in the world, better than gold, and silver, and precious stones, seek FIRST
intelligence, wisdom, and understanding."
Colonel Jack O'Neill and his SG-1 team find themselves stranded on a primitive world where the inhabitants pay homage to the Goa'uld by providing their best specimens as host bodies for their young.
One hundred years in the future, someone steals Trouble's identity on the computer nets and she, the greatest hacker of them all, returns from retirement to track down and confront the imposter in the
strange, constantly-changing world of computer reality.
Colonel Shepherd's team fight not only to save their city and free their friends, but ultimately to save an entire species from extinction. In this riveting conclusion to the epic Legacy series, the destiny of
Atlantis and her people will be decided.
The Lost
A Death at the Dionysus Club
The Truth Is More Incredible Than Fiction
Black Ships
STARGATE SG-1 & STARGATE ATLANTIS Far Horizons
Nicholas Rathe is a pointsman, a watchman in the great city of Astreiant, the capital of the Kingdom of Chenedolle. During the annual trade fair when the city is filled
with travelers, someone is stealing children. The populace is getting angry and frightened and is looking for someone to blame. Nicholas must find the children and
save the city.
Stargate: Atlantis is back with brand new comic book adventures that pick up right where the acclaimed TV series left off! Comic art legend Greg LaRocque (Flash:
The Return of Barry Allen, Web of Spider-Man) and newcomer Scottie Watson join the writing team of Mark L. Haynes & J.C. Vaughn (24, Stargate Universe) to
deliver the powerful and long-awaited new tales of John Sheppard, Teyla, Ronon, Rodney McKay and the rest of the beloved characters. After Atlantis is stranded on
Earth following the events in the series' cliffhanger ending, what surprising danger threatens them and our whole planet? And while they're on Earth, what new
menace enters the scene in the Pegasus galaxy? All will be revealed in this exciting new collection of American Mythology's first two story arcs, StargateAtlantis:
Back To Pegasus and Stargate Atlantis: Gateways, the comics that made one review say, "As far as television franchises continuing on in comic books I think this
one is definitely the most authentic to the series."
In the fragile peace following Queen Death's defeat, Dr. Daniel Jackson arrives in Atlantis to indulge in some real archaeology. Naturally, things don't go according to
plan.
The team discover a ruined city with a deadly secret.
The I Am Presence
Point of Hopes
Hawai'i the Last Stargate on Earth
Proud Helios
What all of mankind have learned in the past about creation is the way that existence isn't -- a paradox! Awaken and realize that all of mankind will create their "body for Ascension,"
whether they accomplish this now or later, and that this is not the exclusive domain of Christ or Buddha or many others who have ascended -- this is your birthright. You are not
relegated to worshipping those who have already done this very basic initiation called Ascension. Christ and Buddha would be the first to acknowledge that they are just beginners on
their eternal journey. When mankind lifts the veils of their unworthiness and recognize that the are the Sons of God, that there is divine equality and no one is greater than another,
then you will have begun our journey in the way that it was intended. In your near future your Planetary Hierarchy will release the world from theology, ecclesiasticism and the
wrathful Jehovah and return humanity to its rightful journey into spiritualizing matter, not worshipping it! The Mahatma is for those who are motivated to search for the answers that
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can respond to their mental and spiritual bodies. In the past, mankind?s choices of beliefs and religions have supported only the emotional body and the darker, material side of life.
And truly, if one is going to remain on Earth, very drastic shifts of consciousness will be required to have mankind remain in Earth?s new fourth-dimensional reality. No matter how
contrary to your current beliefs, this book contains methods for creating your spiritual Lightbody for Ascension, and it also explains your eternal journey in a way that was never
before available to mankind.
This Book of Discourses by various Ascended Masters through the Accredited Messenger, Mrs. G.W. Ballard is a beautiful tribute to the Great Angelic Host. To the various Angels,
always with us, we accept You into our physical lives as we give conscious recognition to You through these Discourses. This contains original artwork by the artists, May Da Camara
and Charles Sindelar as it originally appeared in the Magazine, THE VOICE OF THE "I AM."
Colonel John Sheppard wakes up to find that he and his team are scattered across a tropical archipelago, unable to communicate or return to Stargate, and soon Sheppard and Teyla
are taken prisoner while McKay, Ronon and Zelenka mount a rescue.
When Dr. Rodney McKay unlocks an Ancient mystery on a distant moon, he discovers a terrifying threat to the Pegasus galaxy. Determined to disable the device before it's discovered
by the Wraith, Colonel John Sheppard and his team navigate the treacherous ruins of an Ancient outpost. But attempts to destroy the technology are complicated by the arrival of a
stranger.
STARGATE ATLANTIS Lost Queen
400 Years of Imaginary Friends
The Cost of Honor
STARGATE SG-1 Behind Enemy Lines
Stargate Atlantis
In this first installment in a six book series set after the end of Stargate Atlantis's final season, Atlantis returns to the
Pegasus Galaxy where the Wraith are now under the new and powerful Queen of Death who desperately needs Dr. Rodney McKay--the only
one who can lead them to Earth. Original.
The unity of the team is threatened on their first mission.
The most authoritative text available on the purposes, processes and mechanics of human evolution, preparation for the monumental
events that will occur between 2000-2017, humanity’s true origins and evolutionary destiny and the hidden purposes for the New Age
Movement. Detailed information on Keylontic Morphogenetic Science, time mechanics, interdimensional planetary evolution, the
science of Dimensional Ascension, integration of multi-dimensional identity, DNA mechanics and accelerated biological and
spiritual evolution. Introduces a comprehensive model of 15-dimensional universal physics and the corresponding 15 Primary Chakra
System and 12-strand DNA Silicate Matrix gene code. Discover the secrets of humanity’s evolutionary destiny that have been hidden
within our ancient, traditional and New Age sacred mystical and religious teachings.
The World is ending. One by one the mighty cities are falling: to earthquakes, to flood and to raiders - on both land and sea. In
a time of war and doubt, Gull is an oracle, a mouthpiece of the gods. Daughter of a slave plundered from fallen Troy, she was
chosen as a child to serve the Lady of the Dead, and it is her fate to counsel kings. When nine black ships appear as foretold in
her dreams, captained by an exiled Trojan prince, Gull must make her choice. She must decide between her sacred calling and the
most perilous adventure - joining her mother's people in their desperate flight from slavery. From the doomed bastions of the City
of Pirates to the temples of Byblos, from the intrigues of the Egyptian court to the haunted caves beneath Mount Vesuvius, only
Gull can guide Prince Aeneas on his quest. And only she can dare the gates of the Underworld itself to lead him to his destiny. In
the last shadowed days of the Age of Bronze, one woman dreams of the world beginning anew. This is her story.
Unrepentant: Disrobing The Emperor
Point of Dreams
The Ascension Flame of Purification and Immortality
Sacrifice Moon
City of the Gods
Alexander the Great's soldier, Lydias of Miletus, has survived the final campaigns of the king's life. He now has to deal with the chaos surrounding his death. Lydias throws his lot in with Ptolemy,
one of Alexander's generals who has grabbed Egypt as his personal territory. Aided by the eunuch Bagoas, the Persian archer Artashir, and the Athenian courtesan Thais, Ptolemy and Lydias must
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take on all the contenders in a desperate adventure whose prize is the fate of a white city by the sea, and Alexander's legacy.
In the sequel to Lambda Literary Award-winning Death by Silver, metaphysician Ned Mathey and private detective Julian Lynes again challenge magical and murderous threats in a Victorian
London not quite the city in our history books. Mathey is recruited by Scotland Yard to assist the new Metaphysical Crimes Squad in the case of a literally heartless corpse. Mathey soon discovers
that the magic used to rob the man of his heart and life does not conform to the laws of modern metaphysics-and then a second victim turns up. Meanwhile, a minor poet hires Lynes to track down
and stop the blackmailer threatening to reveal him as the pseudonymous author of popular romances. When another target of the same blackmailer, a friend of Mathey's assistant Miss Frost,
appeals for aid, Lynes and Mathey begin to suspect murders and blackmail are connected. Digging deep into the clandestine worlds of lawless antique magic and the gay demimonde, Mathey and
Lynes must uncover the source and nature of a heart-stealing supernatural creature before it can kill them too, even as they face the scandal of exposing themselves as sodomites in order to close
the case.
The team is stranded on a doomed world.
Against the rising power of Rome, Egypt is the last and strongest bastion of the Eastern Hellenistic kingdoms. Charmian is Cleopatra's half sister, daughter of Pharaoh and a woman of the harem.
She shares a great honour and a terrible burden with Cleopatra and their sister Iras - they are fated to defend Egypt from those who would destroy her. So when Roman Julius Caesar comes to
Egypt in pursuit of his enemies, Charmian and her sisters are drawn into a deadly struggle. One that will shape the world to come. From mysterious temples hidden in the desert to the perilous
palaces of Rome, from the tomb of Alexander the Great to the very Gates of Amenti, Charmian must face foes seen and unseen in a battle for her family, her love and her gods.
A Novel of Astreiant
The Price You Pay
Voyagers
Hand Of Isis
A Journey Into the World of Adepts, Masters, Ascended Masters, and Their Messengers
The opening of a letter leads to a desperate chase across Europe in A Matter of Honour by Jeffrey Archer, one of the world's bestselling novelists. Adam Scott listens to the reading of his father's will, aware that the
contents can only be meagre. The Colonel, after all, had nothing to leave – except a letter he had never opened himself, a letter that can only bring further disgrace to the family name. Against his mother's advice,
Adam opens the letter, and immediately realizes his life can never be the same again. The contents leave him with no choice but to follow a course his father would have described as a matter of honour.
Global disaster threatens the Atlantis homeworld.
STARGATE ATLANTIS Unascended (Legacy Book 7)Fandemonium Books
His practice newly established, metaphysician Ned Mathey can't afford to turn away any clients. But the latest Londoner to seek Ned's magical aid gives him pause: Mr Edgar Nevett, an arrogant banker, is the
father of the bully who made Ned's life hell at boarding school. Nevertheless, Ned accepts the commission to ensure the Nevett family silver bears no ancient or modern curses, and then prepares to banish the
Nevett family to unpleasant memory again. Until Edgar Nevett is killed by an enchanted silver candlestick-one of the pieces Ned declared magically harmless. Calling on his old school friend Julian Lynes-private
detective and another victim of the younger Nevett-Ned races to solve the murder, clear the stain on his professional reputation, and lay to rest the ghosts of his past. Assisted by Ned's able secretary Miss Frost,
who has unexpected metaphysical skills of her own, Ned and Julian explore London's criminal underworld and sodomitical demimonde, uncover secrets and scandals, confront the unexpected murderer and the
mysteries of their own relationship. In Death by Silver veteran authors Melissa Scott and Amy Griswold introduce a Victorian London where magic works, influencing every aspect of civilized life, and two very
appealing detectives.
STARGATE ATLANTIS Third Path (Legacy Book 8)
Exogenesis
STARGATE SG-1 Female of the Species
A Stargate SG-1 Novel
A Matter of Honour

Kevin Annett's story is a David/Goliath epic of one man's fight against the establishment of church and state in support of a subjugated people.
When Aria, who has the reputation of being the toughest girl in high school, meets Sakura, a man possessed by a six-hundred-year-old demon, she discovers that her touch
is the only thing that neutralizes the demon in him.
Secrets of Amenti
Stealing Fire
Death by Silver
Mahatma I and II
Trouble and Her Friends
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